USS LUNA MISSION
Stardate 10107.29


U.S.S. Luna mission, In League with Aging Republics.  Stardate 10107.29

Host Chris_N says:
SYNOPSIS: After the incident with the Devidian intruder and the arrival of the young female Changeling guest, the Luna is on approach to DS21 where they will assist the station in research and defense on the outer reaches of the galaxy.

SYNOPSIS: With the Starfleet vessel on final approach, and by order of Starfleet Command; the ship's senior officers are requested and required to attend a diplomatic function on the space station with some of the neighboring dignitaries.

Host Chris_N says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< BEGIN >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host CO_ Merced says:
::sitting in command chair waiting for docking to take place::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: sitting at her desk going through status reports.::

Host Chris_N says:
ACTION: As the Regula One style Starfleet Base appears on screen, the bridge crew can make out the image of a K'T'Inga class Klingon Cruiser docked at one of the ports

CNS_Luchena says:
::in his quarters changing into his dress whites, having left the changeling in the capable and shapely hands of a crewman he has been hitting on::

Host Chris_N says:
<FCO> CO: Sir, I am getting clearance from the Station, we are cleared to dock at Port 3

CSO_Brehgorn says:
::notices the Klingon ship and silently appreciates her design::

CSO_Brehgorn says:
::straightens his formal-whites::

Host CO_ Merced says:
::nods:: FCO:  Proceed.

CNS_Luchena says:
::looks in the mirror and thinks he looks rather handsome::

Host Chris_N says:
<FCO>::nods and turns back to his console::  CO: Approaching station at 1/8th Impulse

CNS_Luchena says:
::leaves quarters and heads to a turbo lift::

Host CO_ Merced says:
::feeling a bit stiff in his dress whites, mostly because this is the first time he has worn them::

CNS_Luchena says:
TL:  Bridge

Host Chris_N says:
<FCO> ::turns the ship 90 degrees port and lets momentum carry them to the assigned port::

CNS_Luchena says:
::arrives on bridge::

Host Chris_N says:
ACTION: As the ship makes contact with the station all moorings are firmly attached to the Luna's hull

Host CO_ Merced says:
::turns head noticing the Counselor:: CNS: Good timing.  It's time to go.

CSO_Brehgorn says:
::sighs, not looking forward to this function::

CNS_Luchena says:
::nods at the Captain::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
*CO*:: permission to wear traditional Klingon dress to this function, Sir.?::

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
::Reading through his various reports, looks up as an aide knocks on the door and informs him it is about time to get ready.  With a growl of annoyance, he grabs one of the standard uniforms and slips it on.  Grabbing his reports, he quickly heads for the station captain and others::

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
::approaches the docking port with the two of three ambassadors::

Host CO_ Merced says:
::sighs:: *CMO* Unless you have, without my knowledge, forsaken your Starfleet commission and become a klingon officer, I would suggest you wear your Starfleet dress uniform.

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
::looks down at his elegantly manicured hand with an audible sniff, sighs and straightens his jacket as he enters the room::::

CNS_Luchena says:
::smiles slightly::

Host CO_ Merced says:
FCO: You have the bridge.  CNS:  Shall we go? ::gesturing to the lift::

CNS_Luchena says:
CO:  After you, Sir.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
*C0*:: Just thought it might help break the ice Sir.:

CSO_Brehgorn says:
::follows the CO and the CNS into the TL::

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
::Looks at Krakalovich and over at the other ambassadors, hiding a heavy sigh of annoyance at such unnecessary pomp and circumstance.::

Host CO_ Merced says:
::nods::  *CMO* I appreciate the thought Doctor, but we are just window dressing tonight.

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
<Yuen'Pek> Cdr: I imagine this crew has proven themselves in glorious battle?  ::rubbing his large belly::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: grumbles and growls as she  leaves her office, slowly trudging toward her quarters.::

Host CO_ Merced says:
::enters lift and calls for whatever part of the ship has that airlock thingy so they can leave the ship for the station::

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
::looking as if he smells something rather horrid, he walks towards the other Ambassadors::

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
::noticing the look on the smug ambassador he turns back to the Klingon Ambassador::  Yuen'Pec: I know they are determined to be the right people for this situation sir.

CNS_Luchena says:
::is impressed by the Captain's command of the ship layout::

Host CO_ Merced says:
::exits lift::  CSO/CNS: Ready?

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: enters her quarters, pulling off her working uniform, cursing under her breath at the CO and diplomatic functions.::

CSO_Brehgorn says:
CO:  I suppose, sir.

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
::begins looking for the third ambassador::

CNS_Luchena says:
CO:  As ready as I'll ever be.  ::follows the CO straightening his uniform as he goes::

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
All: Greetings. ::nods his elegant head stiffly::

Host CO_ Merced says:
::smiles slightly, turns, and nodding to the crewman at the airlock, walks through and onto the station::

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
::Nods curtly to Vreidiri::

CNS_Luchena says:
::follows the CO::

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
::nods::  Vreidiri: A pleasure as always Ambassador.  ::smiles::

CSO_Brehgorn says:
::follows the Luna group, eyeballing the station to check out its overall appearance::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: climbs into her dress uniform,  carefully unbraids her hair and lets in fall in curls about her waist.::

CNS_Luchena says:
::wonders what is keeping the CMO::

Host CO_ Merced says:
::stops inside, and looks for someone to ask directions of::

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
::Runs a hand through his short hair and looks around the room, taking everyone in, listening to everything he can.::

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
::pulls a scented handkerchief from his cuff and waves it under his nose::

Host CO_ Merced says:
CNS/CSO: I guess we get to find our own way.

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
Yuen'Pec: I am happy your government was able to get a ship here to cover for the delay of the Luna.  It was most gracious of your people.

CNS_Luchena says:
CO/CSO:  Great.  ::has no sense of direction::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: pins her hair up in a double French twist and heads out of her quarters for the TL to the station.::

CSO_Brehgorn says:
::stops at a console::  Computer:  Please direct us to the diplomatic function.

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
::Catching a detesting smell, turns to see Vreidiri and that infernal handkerchief of his.  Moves to the other side of Krakalovich and the Klingon::

Host CO_ Merced says:
::smiles at the CSO initiative::

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
::accepts a glass from a passing waiter::

CSO_Brehgorn says:
::notices the CMO running to catch up with the group::

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
::turns to Auples::  Auples: I know diplomatic functions are not something your people are happy with, but I think you'll find there is a lot to gain from such venues  ::smiles::

Host CO_ Merced says:
::turns at the sound of klingon running::  CMO: Doctor.  Good to see you.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
: exits the TL still cursing under her breath, oh how she hates these so call diplomatic mission, Klingon diplomats BAH.::

CSO_Brehgorn says:
CO: It appears it's this way, sir.  ::points to the lights guiding the Luna group towards the function hall::

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
::takes a fastidious sip::

Host CO_ Merced says:
::nods::  CSO: Lead the way lieutenant.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: smirks and nods at the CO::

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
CDR:  I am always for gain sir.  I think for gain I can 'manage' through this... event.

CSO_Brehgorn says:
::leads the way toward the designated reception area::

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
::grimaces at the taste of the cheap wine::

CNS_Luchena says:
::Nods at the CMO and admires her hair::

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
::isn't quite sure how to take Auples comment but smiles in return just the same::

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
::looks at Auples coldly::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: nods to the CNS ::

CNS_Luchena says:
::follows the CSO::

CSO_Brehgorn says:
::as the group approaches the designated area, Brehgorn starts to hear the muffled sounds of diplomats conversing::  CO:  Perhaps it would be prudent for you to take point now, sir.

Host CO_ Merced says:
::enter the dining hall behind the CSO, looking about for the commander::

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
::Ignores Vreidiri as not worth the effort.  Whatever the Finotan had was not worth his time.::

Host CO_ Merced says:
CSO: I'm fine here lieutenant.  But thank you.

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
<Yuen'Pec>  ::shuffles feet looking about for that bar they passed some time back::

CNS_Luchena says:
::follows along hoping that they are serving food::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
: : finds a quiet corner and stands with her back to the wall, watching everything in from of her.::

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
::purses his lips and doesn't deign to look at the so-called ambassador again::

Host CO_ Merced says:
CMO/CSO/CNS:  Okay people.  Let's make Starfleet look good.

CNS_Luchena says:
::eyes the CO quizzically::

CSO_Brehgorn says:
::stands at parade rest, waiting for guidance from Station personnel::

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
::notes the arrival of the Luna Crew::  CO: Greeting Captain, I am Commander Krakalovich.  A pleasure to meet you at last.  ::extends hand::

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
::Catches the conversation of an Andorian and unobtrusively moves a bit closer, listening.::

CNS_Luchena says:
::stands slightly behind and to the side of the CO and watches the exchange::

Host CO_ Merced says:
::moves toward the commander taking his extended hand::  CDR:  Sorry to have kept you waiting Commander.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: growls and grumbles as she shrinks into the woodwork.::

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
::Sighs as he hears the Cmd speaking to someone new and turns back to the group before him.::

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
::smiles in return::  CO: No need to worry Captain,  ::motioning to the Klingon Ambassador::  The Klingon Empire was able to send a ship to assist while we waited.  Please... ::motions to the various chairs::  Have a seat.

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
::With a slow eye, takes note of the federation captain and the crew with him.::

CNS_Luchena says:
::still contemplating what it would take to make Starfleet look good::

Host CO_ Merced says:
::nods a bit stiffly, feeling it a bit out of protocol to sit before being introduced, but remembering the Admiral's orders, sits where indicated::

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
::moves to his own chair::  CO: Captain, this is Ambassador Vriediri of the Finotan Republic.  ::motioning to him::

CNS_Luchena says:
::sits to the right of the CO::

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
::nods to the captain and takes a seat across from him so that he can see everything he can about the man.::

CSO_Brehgorn says:
::takes a seat to the left of the Captain::

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
All: Your pleasure, I'm sure. ::doesn't shake hands as you never know...::

Host CO_ Merced says:
::stands as he is introduced with a small bow for the ambassador::  Vriediri: A pleasure Ambassador.

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
::nods stiffly::

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
::motions to the lesser dressed Ambassador::  CO: This is Ambassador Auples of the Laquona Star League.

CNS_Luchena says:
::senses significant snootiness from Vreidiri::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: reluctantly takes a seat at the end of the table near the door, with a scowl.::

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
::looks over the assembled crew loftily::

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
::Stays seated and nods at the captain::

CSO_Brehgorn says:
::notices LT Ravenprowler's obvious discomfort::

Host CO_ Merced says:
::turns to the next:: Auples:  Wonderful to meet you Ambassador.

CNS_Luchena says:
::smiles at Vreidiri just to annoy him::

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
::his eyes stop on the CMO and he eyes the rather odd hairdo ::

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
CO:  I doubt it, but thank you anyways.

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
CO: ... and finally Ambassador Yuen'Pec of the Klingon Empire.

CNS_Luchena says:
::thinks these guys aren't very diplomatic for ambassadors::

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
<Yuen'Pec> ::stands, pounds his chest then extends his hand outward in the Klingon Salute::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: the pin holding Her hair falls out unexpectedly and her fall gently around her waist.::

Host CO_ Merced says:
::nods to the klingon ambassador::  Yuen'Pec: Ambassador.  The honor is mine.

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
::Tries to keep from drumming his fingers on the table::

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
::smiles at the CO raising a glass of Blood Wine::

Host CO_ Merced says:
CDR/All Ambs: If I may I would like to introduce to you, Doctor Ravenprowler, my Chief Medical Officer. ::gestures to the doctor, hiding the frown at her fallen hair::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: picks up the pin from the floor and stows it in her pocket and stands with a traditional Klingon salute to the Ambassador and his staff.::

Host CO_ Merced says:
CDR/All Ambs:  Lieutenant Brehgorn, my Chief Science Officer. ::gesturing to him::

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
::nods at the CMO smiling::

CSO_Brehgorn says:
::rises briefly and sits back down::

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
<Yuen'Pec> ::admires the fine specimen of Klingon womanhood::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: sits back down, with just a hint of a smile in the direction of the CO::

Host CO_ Merced says:
CDR/All Ambs: And Ensign Mikal, our ship's Counselor.  ::gesturing to the ensign sitting at his side::

CNS_Luchena says:
::nods to everyone respectfully::

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
::grimaces at the common klingon woman::. ::sniffs fastidiously::
CO_ Merced is now known as CO_ Merced.

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
::Hears a drumming and looks down to see it him.  Stops and puts on an expression of great patience through the introductions.  Nodding to each crewmember.  He eyes the science officer longer then the others.::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: crisply turns her head her hair flowing down her back.::

Host CO_ Merced says:
::shivers as something odd, but integral has changed about him... he feels a bit more 'captainly'::

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
::notes the arrival of the waiters carrying the various forms of food for the evening::

Host CO_ Merced says:
::introductions over, he takes his seat, looking to the Commander to lead::

CSO_Brehgorn says:
::notices the Ambassador's eyes lingering on him, feels somewhat uncomfortable::

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
All:  I think we can all agree this is a momentous occasion here tonight.  ::smiles raising a drink::  The Laquona and the Finotan together in one place after years of war...

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
::As a plate is placed before him, he picks up a fork and immediately begins to dig in.::

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
All: The Klingon Empire helping the Federation in exploration of both our backyards...

Host CO_ Merced says:
::eyeing the drink in front of him for a moment, then taking it in hand raising it with the commander::

CSO_Brehgorn says:
::forces himself to become attentive to the proceedings at hand::

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
::Sighs and puts down the fork, reaching for the wine glass.::

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
All: ... and to the crew of the Luna which will help us catalogue and police this new sector of space and work with our newfound neighbors.  ::raises the drink in toast form::

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
::sighs and picks up the glass::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: picks up her tankard ::

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
::Swallows the food in his mouth and with a nominal lift of the glass, takes a deep drink.::

CNS_Luchena says:
::picks up the glass and raises it in a toast.  Sets it down without drinking any::

CSO_Brehgorn says:
::lifts the glass, does not drink, and puts it down::

Host CO_ Merced says:
::joins the commander in the toast keeping a smile on his face::

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
::drinks some down::  CO: Captain.. perhaps you would like to describe the excitement you and your crew had on the way out here?  I'm sure the Ambassador would like to hear a day in the life of a Starfleet vessel.  ::smiling::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: begins to chug the entire tankard and throws the tankard hard against the wall, in honor of the Glorious Dead .::

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
::Emptying the glass, sighs and puts it down, covering it with his hand as a waiter tries to refill it.::

CNS_Luchena says:
::is startled by the sound of the tankard hitting the wall::

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
::looks at the cheap wine, wrinkles his patrician nose and takes a minute sip::

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
<Yuen'Pec>  ::is really beginning to admire this Klingon CMO and follows her lead with his own Tankard::

CSO_Brehgorn says:
::is surprised by Ravenprowler's...liveliness::

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
::Turns to the Klingon doctor and with a shake of his head decides he would rather prefer her to Vreidiri.::

CNS_Luchena says:
::is startled by the sound of the second tankard hitting the wall and accidentally knocks over his own glass::

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
::looks at the Captain haughtily:: CO: This is totally unacceptable behavior. I must protest.

CNS_Luchena says:
::tries to inconspicuously mop it up with his napkin::

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
::Sits back in slight annoyance.  He did not remember anyone mentioning anything about glass throwing.  Oh well.  Picks up his and tosses it in with the others.::

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
<Yuen'Pec> ::scowls at the Federation Pah'tak that dropped his glass::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: picks up a bowl of Gahk and instructs the waiter to serve some to the Captain of the Luna as it is his favorite Klingon food.::

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
::Besides, loves provoking Vreidiri.::

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
::patiently waits for the Luna Captain to say something in response::

Host CO_ Merced says:
::quickly in his mind sorts out things that would be classified and dilutes the journey into something he can tell to anyone::  All: ::smiling gamely:: Not much to relate really.  We encountered a member of a race we thought destroyed some time ago, which caused a bit of... ::sighs:: Vreidiri: What is unacceptable Ambassador?

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
::eyes the Captain::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: takes her silverware and tosses it over her shoulder, and begins eating with her hands.::

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
::Goes back to eating the food before him, declining the wriggling food the Klingons were enjoying.::

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
::raises a brow:: CO: It is the custom of your.....race....to destroy the property of others?

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
<Yuen'Pec> ::lets out a small mating growl for the CMO::

CSO_Brehgorn says:
::wonders if a Cho'Dach tournament is about to erupt::

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
::stands:: Cdr: I must protest. This is most uncivilized and disgusting.

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
ACTION: A Starfleet Officer enters the dining hall looking for the Cdr.  When he spots him he rushes over with a PADD in hand

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
::Looks over at the CSO::  CSO:  So tell me, did you find anything, scientifically interesting on your adventures?

Host CO_ Merced says:
::turns to the CMO and sighs more heavily::  Vreidiri:  Which property are you referring to Ambassador?

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: ignores the Klingon CMD's advance but winks in his direction.::

CSO_Brehgorn says:
::smiles warmly at AMB Auples:: AMB: Sir, in my profession, finding scientific marvel is an easy task.

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
::reads the PADD then stands suddenly::  CO: Captain, reports are coming in that a Finotan freighter has been attacked and is sending out a call for help.

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
CSO:  Tell me about the 'marvels' you have discovered to date.

Host CO_ Merced says:
::stands, glad of the reprieve::  CDR:  By your order, we will get under way immediately.

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
::Stops as he hears the word Finotan and looks up at the commander.::

CNS_Luchena says:
::stands as well trying to hide the wine stain on his dress uniform::

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
::nods::  CO: Go get 'em Captain.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: jumps to her feet, her hair flying behind her and she moves quickly to return to her ship and her duties.::

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
::Stands:: CO:  Wait, who is doing the attacking?

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
::clears his throat::

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
::turns to Auples::  Auples: Unknown at this time.  Would you like to go with them?

CSO_Brehgorn says:
AMB Auples:  Sir, I hope you understand that all data is considered classified until reviewed by Starfleet Command, but I'd be more than happy to discuss some recent subspace research I have performed.

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
CO: I will come with you, Captain.

Host CO_ Merced says:
::smiles genuinely::  CDR:  Aye, aye sir.  ::turns to his staff::  STAFF: Come.  We are leaving now.  All AMBs: Your pardons sirs.  ::small bow::

CSO_Brehgorn says:
::notices the commotion and tries to figure out what's going on::

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
CDR:  Of course...

CSO_Brehgorn says:
::stands and prepares to follow the CO::

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
::looks haughtily at the Captain:: CO: I will require an adequate stateroom::

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
::Looks at the departing captain with an unreadable smile and follows after him.::  CO:  No pardon necessary captain.

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
Auples: Since it's your people... I think it's wise.  CO: Captain!  Do you mind if we all attend?

CNS_Luchena says:
::hopes the Captain says no::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: braids her hair and she crosses back to the ship, SO glad to be done with dinner and un fastening her dress collar as she goes.::

Host CO_ Merced says:
::stops and turns to the Commander::  CDR:  Considering this might turn into a fight of a sort, I would prefer not to Commander.

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
::waves his handkerchief as he detects the rather pungent odors of the aliens::

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
ADR: I demand to go!

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: heads for her quarters.::

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
CO: I understand Captain, but it is Ambassador Auples people after all.  ::motions to him::

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
CO:  As this may involve our people and it is our quadrant, I think we shall ::Looks at Vreidiri, hating to agree:: go with you.

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
CO: I will file an official protest with SFC!

Host CO_ Merced says:
::nods to the Ambassador::  CDR: ::sighs::  As you would have it Commander.  I am at your disposal.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: changes out her dress uniform leaving it crumpled on the bed and leaves her quarters heading for SB as fast as possible.::

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
::nods stiffly::

CNS_Luchena says:
::comms the ship and requests that quarters be prepared for their guests::

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
::moves close to the CO::  CO: At least take the two of them.  The more time they spend together the better chance of peace.  ::nods hearing the CO's words::  I'll be in my Ops Department if you need me.

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
::Wonders if he can bare to be any closer to Vreidiri for any longer then necessary.::

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
::Catches the eye of his aide and quickly informs him of what is going on and to gather as much information on this as he can as well as the normal intelligence while he was gone.::

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
::notifies his steward to have his luggage sent aboard.....and his pet, his man.....and his personal chef::

CSO_Brehgorn says:
CO:  Sir, permission to board the Luna and man Science::

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
::Waits for the captain.::

Host CO_ Merced says:
::smiles at the Commander, a bit stiffly this time::  CDR: Yes sir.  Auples/Vreidiri:  If you will ambassadors.  To be effective we will need to get underway immediately.

Host CO_ Merced says:
CSO: ::nods::  Go.  Get the ship ready to leave.

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
CO: I am ready. My staff has been sent ahead with my accruements.

CSO_Brehgorn says:
::nods and leaves the room, rushing towards the Luna port::

Host CO_ Merced says:
CNS: ::softly::  I hate to do this to you, but would you take care of the ambassador's needs?

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
CO:  I am always ready.  ::Takes a small bag from his aide.::

CNS_Luchena says:
::whispers::  CO:  Already on it, Sir.  VIP quarters are being prepared as we speak.

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
::looks at his nails and decides they are getting ragged::

Host CO_ Merced says:
::smiles thanks:: CNS: You're a lifesaver.  Remind me to promote you.  Auples/Vreidiri:  This way then gentlemen. ::leads the way back to the ship::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:; enters SB with a critical eye looking for anything out of place or not done properly::

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
::Looks over at Yuen'Pek with a nod before turning back to the captain.::

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
::follows elegantly, of course::

CNS_Luchena says:
::follows the Captain and the Ambassadors::

CSO_Brehgorn says:
::enters bridge::  All Hands:  Yellow alert!

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
<Yuen'Pec> ::returns the nod::

CSO_Brehgorn says:
TO Gigglesby:  Bring weapons systems online, Ensign.

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
::Follows beside the captain, away from Vreidiri::

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
ACTION: Deep inside the station two men huddled around a monitor in a dark room watch the Luna docked outside the station

CSO_Brehgorn says:
<TO>:  Aye, sir.

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
::deliberately stays upwind of Auples::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: hears the yellow alert and  begins to monitor the bridge.::

CSO_Brehgorn says:
OPS_Mugglesteimer:  Route necessary power to shields, engines, and weapons systems.

CSO_Brehgorn says:
<OPS> Aye, sir.

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
<Man 1> ::turns to the other:: Man 2: It starts....

Host CO_ Merced says:
::at the airlock turn to the ambassadors:: AMBs:  The Counselor will show you to your quarters if you would like.  I will notify you when we are approaching the ship.

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
::looks at the Captain::

CNS_Luchena says:
AMBs:  Follow me please.

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
<Man 2> Man 1: And sooner than anyone ever expected.

CSO_Brehgorn says:
Bridge Crew:  We've got ambassadors coming on board, so put on your nice faces.

Amb_Hinta_Vreidiri says:
::walks after the CNS reluctantly....all the time looking at the dumpy ship with dismay and distain::

Host CO_ Merced says:
::turns and runs to the nearest lift calling for the bridge::

CNS_Luchena says:
::heads off toward the VIP quarters hoping the ambassadors are following::

CSO_Brehgorn says:
::is satisfied that the ship is ready for the CO's command, so assumes Science station and mans sensors::

AMB_Tioron_Auples says:
::Follows behind the counselor::  CNS:  Sir, if you would be so kind as just to show me where I will be staying, I would then like to go to the bridge.  You can place me at an out of the way station.

Host CO_ Merced says:
::exits the lift onto the bridge::  CSO: Status?

CSO_Brehgorn says:
CO:  We're at yellow alert, all systems online, sir.

Host CO_ Merced says:
FCO:  Signal the dock master for exit clearance and take us out at full impulse.

Host Cdr_Krakalovich says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< PAUSE >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


